
‘(from the) elsewhere’
studies on paper

from past hands handling
dislodged fingerprints

buried, soaked, embedded
in our place.
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Introduction: on cooperative practice

In April 2022 we formed a cooperative practice, rooted in a cycle of giving and 
receiving. Choosing to work exclusively on A1 pieces of paper, we posted these 
back-and-forth, embracing the slowness and delay inherent within mail art 
practices. Folding and unfolding, welcoming the creases, holes, stains - the marks 
of transference. We spoke frequently, in flurries of emails and direct messages, 
gradually building an understanding of how the papers were shifting into different 
states, taking on new forms and taking up different spaces. Just as the papers 
entered into different spaces, we too were constantly repositioning ourselves; 
finding new routes for making, and new ways of thinking. 

This process has culminated in this digital publication which consists of scans, 
ledgers, email correspondence and open ended thoughts. 

Jacob Carter & Poppy Jones-Little
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giving
20.06.22
(52.4862° N, 1.8904° W)
Still clinging onto the smell of spray paint, neatly folded and segmented, cracking the edges of 
paint, peeling, like the surface of rock
Sense of beauty in a sparkling and shimmering surface, joy at the interplay of light and reflection on 
silver
How to make one material into another, matt into metallic
Change of surface and tears in the paper when folded. One surface coated whilst another is left 
blank, unaltered and clean
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receiving
21.09.22

(52.9238908, -0.6095812)
fresh, crisp, new folds unfolded

question of positioning
harsh edges from soft folds -

Gridded into 8.
How to lay out, to oversee the glossy metal staining

Almost untouched. 
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giving
26.09.22

(52.9125240, -0.6435820)
now dank, mottled from unearthing and another etched in 

graphite.
how to situate the piece in space given its constant circulating, 
how to make place cling to the fibres of the paper, how to make 

space stick.
buried, soaked, embed in my place 
before re-sending to an elsewhere.

Satisfied by the mulch, by the earth (equally distributed 
spreading & blotching remains)

Wet folds weakened.  
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receiving
27.09.22
(52.4862° N, 1.8904° W)
Wrapped in plastic, warmth from moisture, immediately greeted with the scent of 
earth.
Stained paper, bleeding through the back, gathering dust and dirt in the folds.
Complete surface difference, unexpected pools of soil, cracked silver, creating a 
noticeable background and foreground, silver and soil. 
Almost taking on the appearance of rust.
Initial deterioration - paper weakened by moisture, clumped areas of dirt, folded 
seams starting to break apart, fibres splitting 
A new intervention, now neatly drawn with a curious text. 
Where is the elsewhere? 
Silent in the top left part of the page - is this sheet now portrait?
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giving
29.10.22
(52.4862° N, 1.8904° W)
Drawn to the discarded and unused materials. 
How paper artefacts can be re-used, given new life, new purpose. 
How these pieces carry their own history and narrative. The translucent and brittle texture of old tracing paper, 
the strained cracks from folds, the yellowed edges from old glue. 
Ink diagrams, almost degraded and scratched off from 
past hands handling. 
Now bonded to a new form, cloudy surface, a half seen image of silver and soil disguised. Could these diagrams 
generate new ways of working and thinking about the space on the page.
Old printed sheets, representing another artist’s hand, now forgotten. Like torn pieces of shrapnel. 
Could these be from an elsewhere? Floating in space, dislocated from each other across the page.
Torn, broken fibres | fingerprints from glue | smudges of grease.
Seeing the continuous degrading seams from each new fold.
A fresh piece of paper, carefully segmented into 8, intricately carved
Pulling fibres, wrinkling, tearing.
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receiving
30.10.22

(52.9125240, -0.6435820)
felt before I saw, the peeling strips dug deep into the flesh of the paper.

new blue & fine drawings translucent
sense of spreading (but not quite quick enough)

to seize the motion, make larger, exaggerate subtle guidelines
overcome the given field and spill out over edges - 

making the first mark is both liberating and stifling.
pulling the papers from the bag with increasing caution - it’s giving in?

(darker evenings, limited daylight - less time for thinking, for action).
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giving
14.11.22

(52.9125240, -0.6435820)
thinking about the cover of Rachel Cusks ‘second place’, but make it yellow?

-         Yes, that national geographic yellow.
globs of gone-off paint. thick upon thick - complementing existing scores/marks but pushing them 

elsewhere.
a motion, a hefty wave of white pulled across the folds with old plywood. 

limitations of space - wish I could fully submerge it in soy wax, but my space is limited
the wax is too thin, too tentative, weak - dissatisfied.

grids, grids grids (eat your heart out Agnes Martin), weighted foregrounds, darkened folds.
doubting impulse to repair (not wanting to conceal the weaknesses, or make a spectacle of them)

but as layers build the paper diminishes further, succumbing to the weight of our working.
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receiving
15.11.22
(52.4862° N, 1.8904° W)
Battered and torn packaging, physically repaired and held together 
with tape - layers of text and labels from past postage - exciting layering 
of materials and textures - holding a history of time and place onto its 
surface.
Physically heavier, a tighter package - the corners almost bursting and 
tearing from each layer of packaged paper. There is more of a sense of 
intrigue before opening. 
An act of repair, a striking green strand of electrical tape - allows the 
piece to be seen by both sides, half hidden but immediately noticeable. 
There is a sense of care in this action.
Subtlety of pencil, a formal grid. Shading of graphite, highlighting the 
geometry, flattening the surface.
Geometry in yellow, like an arcade entrance, an archway of light. 
Gradient of paint, both geometry and collapsing. Unbalanced space. 
Large creases forming.
Waxy, shimmering surface, bonding, burning, sealing the tracing paper. 
Scent of paraffin - almost musky 
Whitewashed, hidden, submerged - a fluid and lumpy surface.
Increased level of deterioration, splits in seams, buckled edges, bumps 
in the surface
Weak points, paper almost has a 3D quality - like origami, no longer 
laying flat.
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giving
11.01.22
(52.4862° N, 1.8904° W)
Powder, oil seeping through, stains on the surface.
Glittering finish. Gilded in gold.
Luxurious and shining, Gridded and ordered. 
Always drawing inside the lines.
Natural dyes staining the surface. A surface covered in raindrops and storm weather.
Liquid colour pooling into the creases. Could the weather be a third collaborator?
Silver foil, embossing the textures beneath. Disguising surfaces. 
Ripping, peeling, folding.
Like a shimmering pool of liquid.
One piece left untouched, finding in itself a natural ending point
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receiving
13.01.23

(52.9238908, -0.6095812)
First struck by the packaging, it wanes - holes exposing paper (I don’t think it can take 

much more of the third (or fourth, fifth, sixth…)  hand handling.
then the smell (vinegar? oil?) coating all four pieces - a tang.

The packaging tears further when removing the papers, the tape coming loose.
Metallic on two accounts - tin and copper, one surface & one embedded in the fibres. 

calculated, premeditated holes formed in tin (much unlike the holes perforating the 
packaging, those punctures were chance encounters - a consequence of someone’s 

9-5).
Complementary lines, blocks, formations - a rigidity.

Tender freckles of mauve and taupe, velvety pockets of colour (so soft I could live 
inside them). 
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giving [but maybe not just yet]
15.01.23

(52.9125240, -0.6435820)
this winter has been a dark one, I feel drawn to colour (anticipating the spring iris, 

hyacinth, tulip) 
pops of orange, islands of blue, taking direction from your mauve, & your hand. 

transparent glazes, blots building opacity, sinking into the ridges of previous 
action.

Completely sodden, bleeding through onto the laminate - need to give it time now.
(when we were speaking on Friday I kept staring at my bookshelf, all the pages and 

pasteboard covers lined up like \\\\||||///\\\\\||\\\\//// - I want to draw this into 
the piece, somehow, 

drawing some structure back into the miry, saturated papers.)
we’ve reached an unspoken agreement with the first paper, neither of us making 

further additions - maybe it’s so deep in the elsewhere that it has become 
untouchable, some-where, some-time  other than, or distanced from, us both. 

Maybe that’s what an elsewhere is - some-place where some-things, having 
happened, now sit. this inaccessibility of the elsewhere is, ultimately, what makes it 
an elsewhere (if you so happened to be there then it’s no longer ‘else-where’, but a 

‘where’, a ‘there’, a ‘here’).

and actually, I think collaboration is about this shifting in-between heres and 
theres, guiding and being guided, skirting around and through elsewheres 

together, finding new routes for making, and new spaces for thinking. 
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